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Abstract

In this paper, we summarize the research of digitization of docu-
ments printed by Romanian transitional alphabet. These printings are
the most original Romanian historical documents, which makes our
experience useful when researching OCR methods for similar alpha-
bets.

The current work is focused to OCR that is the first stage of
scanned documents digitization. The technique of OCR of documents,
printed in the Romanian transitional alphabet, is presented. In partic-
ular, this technique is embedded in our digitization platform HeDy.

A series of examples is presented to demonstrate the application
of the described technique.

Keywords: cultural heritage, OCR, Romanian transitional alpha-
bets
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1 Introduction

Thepresented work concerns the modern research in European cultural her-
itage preservation: saving the originality of every country. The author of
high detailed work History of Romanian Spelling [1] termed the transitional
Romanian alphabet as the most original graphic systems in the modern his-
tory of European cultures.
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Despite of mentioned high originality, the necessity of transitional al-
phabet sprang from the common European phenomenon. The majority of
the first printed bookswere the cult books. The originality is based on a com-
bination of two factors specific to the Romanian language. The cult books
in Romanian regions are written by Cyrillic scripts. But Romanian language
belongs to Latin Group and its natural script is Latin. The transition of all Ro-
manian writing to Latin scripts was declared at 1830. But transition process
was so complicated and intricate that the author of specific work [2], that
concerned transitional alphabet, called it saga. This process was not even
straightforward, being performed in trial and error way. After unsuccessful
attempts, some printing houses temporarily returned to Cyrillic script.

Our initial research on the topic is described in [3]. The transition was
performed by direct transliteration. This technique succeeded, for example,
in transition of specific Cyrillic letters of diphthong: ѥ → ia, ѣ → ie. But
direct transliteration was rejected as representation of phonetic sense. In
the traditional Latin orthography the phonetic sense is usually represented
by several letters, like, for example, in English: sh → /S/. But multi-letters
printing was often not accepted by readers, so direct transliteration tech-
nique was rejected. The second technique was to establish the closest pos-
sible correspondence between the sound value of the old and new letters.
This technique was accepted as the main one. The transition rules have been
discussed and tested for a long time. For some sounds, the multi-letter rep-
resentation was replaced by the design of own, specific Romanian, letters,
and as a result, the Romanian diacritics was born.

Such a complex and lengthy transition process leads to difficulties with
the formal definition of the transitional alphabet. But the general definition
is necessary for reference and can be formulated as follows.

Romanian transitional alphabet is the alphabet, that was used in Ro-
mania in 1830-1870 and was designed for transition from Cyrillic script to
Latin script, defined as 36 letters, 27 of which are modern ones, plus 9 old
letters: Ѣ ѣ, Ѥ ѥ, Ѧ ѧ, Ꙟ ꙟ, Ꙋ ꙋ, Ĭ ĭ, Ъ ъ, Щ щ, Џ џ.

Digitization of texts printed in transitional alphabets is an important ele-
ment of digitization of Romanian historical printed publications. The period
of using transitional alphabets coincided with the era when printed publica-
tions became a necessary part of everyday life. Thus, this period gave a rich
legacy of both periodicals and literature, which can be called the first purely
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Romanian. So, digitized copies of transitional alphabets prints are interest-
ing not only for linguists but also for historic and literary researchers.

Digitization of documents printed in the Romanian transitional alpha-
bet has specific aspects, both common to all very original documents and
specific to Romanian printings.

In this paper, we summarize our experience in digitizing historical doc-
uments printed in the Romanian transitional alphabet.

Digitization was implemented by our platform HeDy [4].

2 OCR specific aspects

As mentioned in the preceding section, the formal definition of the transi-
tional alphabet serves as a reference point. This is due to the fact that Cyrillic
and Latin letters were mixed in varying proportions, influenced by factors
such as the time period, location, and the preferences of typographers, edi-
tors, or authors of texts. Book [2] counts up to 17 variants of the transitional
alphabets, while some authors declared approx. 20 variants.

Such an irregular variety of transitional alphabets creates problems for
all digitization elements, but especially for OCR.

Themain problem of the transitional alphabet OCR is the setting of OCR
engine. To get acceptable accuracy, OCR tools have to be prepared for a par-
ticular variant of transitional alphabet, which means to be: (1) configured,
(2) trained and (3) supplied by the proper dictionary.

During the development of HeDy, two approaches to transitional alpha-
bet OCR were tested.

The firstly tested approach is to reproduce the resulted text in its original
variant of transitional alphabet. AFR, prepared as it was described above,
produces 7% of erroneous words. This is a good result, but the preparation
process takes a lot of time and resources.

To achieve more effectiveness, the second approach was tested. This
approach uses the general feature of large OCR systems, in our case AFR,
to output the result both using original glyphs and substituting them by
any sequence of letters from the selected alphabet of recognition. This is
called ligatures in AFR documentation. So, the second approach consists in
using as ligature the Latinized version of the transitional alphabet that we
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specifically developed. For example, both т (Cyrillic) and t (Latin) will be
recognized as t.

The OCR using this intermediate alphabet can be the final step if the
goal is to obtain a source for transliteration. To solve problems whose pur-
pose is to reproduce the original, we have added a utility to our platform
that converts the intermediate OCR output into the desired variant of the
transitional alphabet.

The second approach proved fruitful. The OCR errors reduced to 4.8%.
This approach also reduces the volume of the dictionary. For example,

trekut (modern Latin script trecut) in the recognition dictionarymay check
up to 16 variants obtaining by independently replacing t → т, r → р, k →
к, u → ɣ.

The second approach as well solves technical problem of OCR engine
setting. AFR, for example, does not support arbitrary Unicode glyphs in its
dialogs and forms. Old Romanian letter Ꙟ was introduced in Unicode only
after 2009. Standard system fonts do not contain some Romanian Cyrillic
letters. As a result, we see in AFR empty boxes instead of letters during
training, alphabet formation, etc. The use of ligatures allows to employ fonts
only at the stage of converting the output data, when we control the view.

3 OCR of Romanian transitional alphabet by ex-
amples

In this section the transitional alphabet OCR by HeDy is demonstrated by
examples. The list of examples, which have some particular and interesting
features, was extracted from the book [1]. The scanned sources according
this list were obtained from free web bases, the links are referred at foot-
notes.

3.1 Initial usage

The arrival of a transitional alphabet, both in Muntenia and Moldova, dates
back to 1829-1830. One of the most known examples of the initial tran-
sitional alphabet usage is Iasi newspaper Albina româneasca. Initially, the
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appearance of Latin letters was very rare, as we can see from the example1 in
Fig. 1, which is a fragment of the first issue on June 1, 1829. The text is prac-
tically entirely printed in Cyrillic script, except for a single Latin letter i. The
low quality of the original text has been improved by image pre-processing;
however, two recognition errors remain.

Ешїи 1 юнїе 1829.

АЛБИНА ΡОМѪНѢСКЪ

ГАЗЕТЪПОЛИТИКО-ЛИТЕΡАЛЪ.

ꙞНАИНТЕ КꙊВѪНТАΡЕ.

Епоχа ꙟ карѣ тρъим поартъ семне
ѫсꙋшите ши вредниче де мираре!
Дорꙋл ꙟвъцътꙋрилоρ нꙋнꙋмай къ
ꙟфръцеще пе лъкꙋитОрїй ѹнеи цери
ꙟтрꙋ кѫщигаρѣ ачестеи моралниче
авꙋціи, прин карѣ ѡ нацїе се фаче
пꙋтеρтикъ ши феричитъ, чи ꙟкъ ши
ѡамени не асемънаци кꙋ Ρелігїа, кꙋ
лимба ши кꙋ леџиле сѫнт

Въцйндꙋсе ши сꙋпꙋиндꙋсе дρептелоρ
леџй. Оаре пꙋтемꙋ нои приви ла
ачѣсте бꙋне ѹрмате ꙟнаинтѣ ѡкилоρ
ностри, фъръ а ни ꙟчρиста къ нꙋмай
нацїа ноастръ ꙟчѣ маи маре парте
есте лиψитъ де ачести ꙟбꙋнътъциρй
ши ꙟнапоетъ де кѫт тоате нѣмꙋриле
Еѵропей, ши де кѫт мꙋлте алтеле че
лъкꙋескꙋ пре челе лалте пърцй але
пъмѫнтꙋлꙋй? Чине нꙋ сѫмте ꙟ цара
ноастρъ лиψа ашезъмѫнтꙋрилор

Figure 1. The first issue of Albina româneasca, June 1, 1829.

In later issues, especially in the literary supplement Alăuta Româneasca,
Latin characters become more and more frequent (Fig. 2). One can see that
the title is printed entirely in Latin letters and the following text is in Cyrillic
with full replacement of the Cyrillic и with the Latin i. For the spelling of
the letter t, two variants are used: т and . The word кɣрс is recognized
erroneously as коре.

1The foolowing examples are taken from https://tiparituriromanesti.wordpress.com/
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ALÂUTA ROMÂNEASCÂ.
S U P P L Е M Е N T L I T T Е R А L
АLВINЕI R О M Â N Е Ѕ С I.
IАЅЅI. 1. I U L L I Е 1838.
Ачест Суплеменm а Газетеі, есъ де доуъ оρі пе лунъ
ла
банmоρа Албінеі Ромънещі Ꙟн Еші.
Дін паρтеа Редакціеї.
Ρедакціа Албінеі Ρoмѫнещї, нꙋ аꙋ кρꙋцат, Ꙟн коре
де ноꙋъ анї, нічї о жъртфъ спре а 'шї мꙋлцъмі
аБОНАЦіЇ. Доρінд съ лі дее о ноъ довадъ де вꙋна
еї воінцъ, ел аꙋ лꙋат мъсꙋріле кꙋвіїнчоасе ка Алъꙋта
Ромѫнеаскъ, каре пънъ акꙋм се да неχотъріт, съ еасъ
Ꙟн віігоріе, регꙋлат де доꙋъ орї пе лꙋнъ, ла 1 ші ла
15 а лꙋнеї, кꙋпрінзінд нꙋмаї лꙋкрꙋрї лїтерале прекꙋм
ачест Ꙟнтъї нꙋмър. Редакціа се ва сіргꙋі ка Алъꙋта
съ ръсꙋне прꙋдꙋктꙋріле дꙋχꙋлꙋї челе маї нсъ ші челе
маї інтересанте пентрꙋ четіторї. Еа Ꙟшї ва Ꙟмпліні
скопосꙋл кꙋ ажꙋторꙋл мꙋлтор тінерї літерарї, карії аꙋ
БІНЕВоіт а фагъдꙋі лꙋкръріле лор ачестеї пꙋблікації
періодіче.

Figure 2. Alăuta Româneasca, July 1, 1838.

3.2 Complete usage

The next example presents the full version of the transitional alphabet how
Heliade Radulescu, Balcescu, and Treboniu proposed it, and how Laurian,
Asachi, Kogalniceanu, etc. used it. We selected as an example an ex-
cerpt from the famous author Vasile Alecsandri’s novel Suvenire din Italia:
Buchetiera de la Florența (Souvenirs from Italy: A Florist from Florence) (Fig. 3)
because the works of the classical authors were re-published by modern Ro-
manian alphabet. Modern re-publications are a useful source for verifying
the transliteration tool. The transliteration tool, in turn, can be used for cre-
ation of datasets for both training and validation of the OCR engine. The
quality of OCR is very good, with only one error in this fragment (the Latin
letter d recognized as the Cyrillic letter б). Most of the letters are Cyrillic,
with the letters D, d, i,m, n being written in Latin script. In the case of the
last letter, the Cyrillic spelling н is also found. Note that all proper names:
Sinor Alsari, Norma, and Pergola are written in Latin characters.

Another example of using the transitional alphabet in its mature state
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Ꙟптρ'о саρъ Ѕіnог АІѕагi Ꙟnтρъ Ꙟn кабінетꙋл mеꙋ,
ші ъmї ζісъ:
— В*** фост'аї de mꙋлт ла театρꙋ? —
—De къnd аꙋ mꙋρіт біеції mеї пъρінцї нꙋ аm ФОСТ...
Ъї ρъспꙋнсъїꙋ.
— Вреї съ mеρџеm de саρъ съ вedem Norma?... Къчї
вре съ жоаче о актρіцъ поꙋъ...
— Xaїdeцї...
— Гътештете дегρабъ къї вρеmе...
Мъ Ꙟmбρъкъїꙋ їꙋте, ші не dꙋcъpъm ла театρꙋ де Іn
Pergola.
Сала ера тіксітъ de аmатоρї, ші ложііле пліnе de dame,
елегаnте ші фρꙋmоасе...
De о daтъ се фъкꙋ о mаρе тъчеρе; тоцї се ашеζаρъ
пе ла локꙋρіле лор, ші оρχестρꙋл Ꙟпчепꙋ ꙋвеρтꙋρа,
—Аче mꙋζікъ пліnъ de о meлodie чеρеаскъ іскъ Ꙟn
mіnте'mї о mꙋлціmе de ideї тρісте, ші de сꙋвеnіρе...
А6ꙋкъndꙋmї аmіnте къ, Ꙟпаіnте de ζече аnі, mъ
гъсїаm тот ла ачел театρꙋ кꙋ іꙋбіції mеї пъρіnцї, ші
се пъρꙋ

Figure 3. Fragment of Souvenirs from Italy: A Florist from Florence by V. Alec-
sandri, 1840

is interesting by the confident use of the transitional alphabet in secular
literature. The example is from the novel Radu VII from Afumați 2 by Stefan
Andronic (Fig. 4A, p. 347). The Dictionary of Romanian literature declares
this novel as the first Romanian historical roman.

3.3 One direction conversion Cyrillic – Transitional — Latin

The book [1] presents the examples which are named effective transition.
The definition of effective here means that the mentioned printed publica-
tions: started issuing using the transitional alphabet immediately after the
announcement; used the transitional alphabet only for a few years; finally,
were issued entirely in the Latin alphabet without any returns.

The presented example is the fragment from Magazinu istoricu pentru

2
https://revistatransilvania.ro/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/1846.-S.-Androni

c-Radu-VII-de-la-Afumati.pdf
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A. B.

Figure 4. A. Cover of Radu VII from Afumați by S. Andronic, 1846
B. Title page of History Magazin for Dacia, 1845

Dacia3 (Fig. 4B, p. 347), edited by Laurian and Balcescu, that used the tran-
sitional alphabet in 1845−1847 and then the pure Romanian Latin alphabet.

4 Accuracy evaluation

Here we propose analysis of accuracy in recognition of p. 20 of the novel
Radu VII from Afumați (see Sec. 3.2 above).

The most frequent errors were observed in the letter б (changed to в)
and the letter n (changed to п). With total 1172 characters on the page and
93 erroneous characters, we have the 92.1% accuracy.

This result could be improved by adding a user dictionary as part of the
FineReader language model. With the dictionary, we got only 31 erroneous
characters, and the accuracy became 97.4% that seems to be a good result.

However, after adding the dictionary, while most errors with the letter
n were resolved (as similar words were added to the dictionary), there were
still recognition errors with the letters ш, б, m, and some others. Also, the

3
https://archive.org/download/magazinuistoric01unkngoog/magazinuistoric01un

kngoog_tif.zip
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—Дꙋмнезеꙋ е мартꙋрꙋл меꙋ ! еꙋ нам лiпсит нiчĭ одатъ дiн даторiiле меле
кътре нацiа чемь а фост ꙟнкредiнцатъ. Тꙋ ворбещĭ ꙟн нꙋмеле Църiĭ-
Ромънещĭ, дар цара ачеаста е стреiнъ ла фаптеле тале, тꙋ ворбещĭ ꙟн
нꙋмеле Боерiлор, шi сꙋ мъ ꙟнтемеезꙋ асꙋпра реазiмꙋлꙋĭ лор; тꙋ ворбещĭ ꙟн
нꙋмеле нородꙋлꙋĭ, дар нородꙋл щiе фоарте бiне къ еꙋ сꙟнт ачела кареле лам
скос дiн пръпастiа ꙟнтрꙋ каре се афла, шi къ еꙋ ачела кареле 'iам асiгꙋрат
бꙋнꙋрiле лꙋĭ, лiнiщеа лꙋĭ шi вiiторꙋл лꙋĭ.

Figure 5. Digitization of Radu VII from Afumati fragment

word іɣбещеwas incorrectly recognized this second time, even though the
model recognized it correctly without the dictionary.

It’s worth noting that the model almost flawlessly recognizes special
characters and punctuation, often erring in the letters n, п, ш, m, б, and
џ. The model learned to recognize the letter ɣ well and also correctly rec-
ognizes the letter л.

The letter εwas not on this particular page, but it was often identified as
е in other pages. In reality, later the е was used instead of this letter.

Later it was observed that the letter î also appears in texts but was always
replaced with i. The letter which looks like ɣwith a line over it was counted
as a simple ɣ.
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Ноĭ кpedem къ о аѕémіне Istopie este кꙋ пꙋtinцъ. Пеntрꙋ ачеаѕtа soкotim
къ чеї че ѕе окꙋпъ кꙋ Istopia nóѕtρъ, нꙋ tребꙋе а ѕе ціné nꙋmаї de чееа
че аꙋ̆ лꙋкρат ші аꙋ̆ zіѕ іѕторічіĭ nostpiĭ чеĭ modepnĭ; dap, tot ꙟntp'o вреmе,
фoлosindꙋse de аdевърꙋрĭ desкoпepite de dъnшii ѕъ méргъ mаĭ deпapte, ѕъ
алерџе ла іѕвóръле оріџіпале, sъ каꙋtе ші ѕъ adꙋne tóte datꙋріле пꙋtinчіóѕе,
ші аtꙋnчĭ вор пꙋté цеѕе о Бꙋнъ Istopie.

Figure 6. Digitization of Magazinu istoricu pentru Dacia fragment

5 Conclusion

Digitization of historical documents, printed by rare and unique alphabets,
is an important part of the preservation of a specific national cultural her-
itage. The solutions of OCR problems, which arise during digitizing such
documents, has scientific and practical value.

These solutions are taken into attention in our HeDy platform, which
exists in free versions for both web and desktop. In addition to OCR tools
presented in current work, HeDy platform provides the tool for translitera-
tion, that simplifies reading the historical documents content.
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